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all directions, north and south, east and west, demanding
the chauth) the fourth part of the revenue, and returning
to their capitals laden with spoil. The leaders with whom
we had most to do, sometimes in the way of friend-
ship, far more frequently in the way of warfare, were
the Peshwa, the head of the Mahratta confederacy, the •
heir of Sivajee; Ranojee Bhonsla, a private horseman, who
became Prince of Kagpore; Pilajee Gaikwar, a cowherd,
who ruled in Baroda; Ranojee Scindia, a menial servant
of the Peshwa, who made Gwalior his capital; and
Mulhar Rao Holkar, a shepherd, who became Maharajah
of Indore. Not one of their number professed to belong
to the ancient ruling families of India.
As we glance at India as it was under Muhammadan
rule, and consider its state when our conquering career
began, we find there were no elements of stable govern-
ment: the Imperial power had become a shadow;
ambitious leaders were everywhere striving for the mas-
tery, ready to beat down all opposition within their own
immediate sphere, and then prepared to wrest power
from neighbouring chiefs, India had at that time a very
dark prospect before it.
This review of the past history of India may seem an
unduly long introduction to a brief statement regarding
its condition under our rule, but it is only by looking to
the past a right answer can be given to the questions:
Wha.t right have we to govern India? From what evils has
our government delivered it? What benefits have we con-
ferred on its population ? Inattention to the past has led
many to give in some cases an utterly wrong, in other
Ceases a very inadequate, answer to these questions. It is
clear that India has been brought under our rule by what
may be rightly called aggressive war only to a very limited

